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Perspective 
Introduction

Our find out about aimed to describe the root and canal 
morphology of mandibular 2nd molars in Emirati populace and to 
find out about the incidence and kinds of morphological alternate in 
C-shaped canal configuration alongside the root size in an effort to 
describe C-shaped molars as a unit. Cone beam computed tomography 
(CBCT) scans of Emirati sufferers have been analysed in more than 
one plans and root canal configuration of mandibular 2nd molars have 
been evaluated. Moreover, particular kinds of morphological exchange 
in C-shaped canal configuration alongside root size have been studied 
and reconstructed the usage of 3D reconstruction software. A complete 
of 508 mandibular 2nd molars has been evaluated. Among the non-C-
shaped mandibular 2nd molars, two separate roots had been the most 
widespread root morphology (78.3%). 

Description

The mesial root’s most frequent root canal configuration was 
once Vertucci Type II (46.5%), and in the distal root, Vertucci Type 
I (90.5%) [1]. The occurrence of C-shaped mandibular 2d molars was 
once 17.9% and was once substantially time-honoured (P &lt; 0.001) in 
females. Specific sorts of morphological exchange in C-shaped molars 
alongside the root size had been found and described for the first time, 
in which the most frequent sorts of morphological exchange have been 
C1-C2-C3d (18%), C1-C3c-C3d (15.4%), C4-C3c-C3d (7.7%), and 
C3c-C3c-C3d (7.7%). This learns about confirmed broad versions in 
the root and canal morphology in mandibular 2nd molars in Emirati 
populace with an incredibly excessive occurrence of C-shaped canal 
configuration (17.9%). Moreover, precise kinds of morphological 
exchange in C-shaped configuration have been detected and described 
for the first time in this population.

The impact of ethnicities on the root and canal morphology 
of mandibular 2nd molar is nicely documented in the literature. 
Furthermore, mandibular 2nd molar is the most frequent enamel to 
showcase C-shaped canal morphology. Here we investigated the root 
and canal morphology of mandibular 2nd molar in Emirati population. 
We have additionally described and studied the modifications in the 
C-shape configuration alongside the root length [2]. This is an effort to 
tackle the understanding hole associated to this populace and a try to 
describe the C-shaped molars as a single unit.

In the existing learn about the most frequent root morphology in 
mandibular 2d molars was once two separate roots (78.3%), one mesial 
and one distal. The different sorts of root morphology discovered have 
been molars with single conical root (2.4%), three roots (0.8%) and 4 
roots (0.6%). Similar findings of presence of two roots accompanied 
by way of three roots in mandibular 2d molars have been pronounced 
in quite a few studies. The occurrence of three rooted mandibular 
2d molar documented in different populations stages from 0.26 to 
8.98%. The 1/3 root found in our find out about used to be determined 
lingually in 75% of cases, which is in settlement with reviews in different 
population. Therefore, no matter the low prevalence, the clinicians 

must be conscious of such morphological editions in the quantity of 
roots, to correctly control endodontic therapy in these cases.

The majority of the C-shaped mandibular 2nd molars had a lingual 
radicular groove (88%) whilst solely 12% had buccal radicular groove. 
Our findings are comparable to these in Korean population, in which 
the occurrence of buccal radicular groove was once much less than that 
of lingual radicular groove (1–22.6% occurrence of buccal radicular 
groove). In distinction to our findings, found the presence of buccal 
radicular groove is greater than two thirds (69.4%) of the C-shaped 
mandibular 2nd molars in Brazilian population. As documented, the 
dentin thickness is least at the groove area. Therefore, understanding 
the area and path of the groove is necessary to keep away from 
over instruction of the canal at that vicinity which can end result in 
iatrogenic perforation [3].

C-shaped canal configuration with the presence of slender ribbon-
like and fan-shaped areas, transverse anastomoses, lateral canals and 
apical delta make the cleansing and shaping of these tooth challenging. 
With the noticeably high occurrence in Emirati population, clinicians 
need to reflect on consideration on the usage of superior equipment 
to diagnose and control such complicated anatomy such as CBCT, 
Dental running microscope, superior irrigation activation and 
transport structures and calcium hydroxide as intra canal medicament. 
Furthermore, as the most frequent kinds of morphological trade in 
C-shaped molar ends up with C3d apically, clinicians need to make 
certain to stumble on and smooth each canals to keep away from any 
failures.

One issue of our find out about is that it’s a retrospective study, 
consequently the incapability to manipulate positive factors like FOV, 
voxel dimension and the first-class of CBCT scan image. Therefore, 
in the current study, standard photograph decision and nice used to 
be influenced due to the medium measurement FOV (8 cm × 8 cm) 
CBCT scans [4]. However, the voxel dimension used to be 0.15 which 
is viewed applicable when compared to different studies. Furthermore, 
in addition research is required in one of a kind populace to decide 
the impact of ethnicity on the sample of trade in C-shaped molar 
alongside the root length. Another obstacle of this retrospective learn 
about is that ethnicity was once decided based totally on protecting 
UAE citizenship [5]. Therefore, the statistics may additionally now not 
symbolize the entire UAE population, as the UAE nationals symbolize 
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nearly 11% of the complete population.

Conclusion
Based on our literature review, this is the first find out about to 

look at the root and canal morphology of mandibular 2d molars in a 
pattern of Emirati population. According to our findings vast editions 
of canal configuration is discovered in the mesial root of mandibular 2d 
molars. In addition, an extraordinarily excessive incidence (17.9%) of 
C-shaped mandibular molars is discovered in Emirati subpopulation. 
Moreover, particular sorts of morphological alternate in the root canal 
gadget of C-shaped molars have been located and described for the first 
time. 
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